


You are a vision of grace and charm, an embodiment of
beauty and elegance. You blend the old with the new in 
a captivating, timeless dance. You’re the new age bride 

from Awadh. Stunning and refined, your beauty shines 
brightly with every step and every line.

Here’s a collection that reflects you. A blend of 
contemporary flair and timeless traditions.

Rivaah by Tanishq is crafted with care. It’s exquisite, 
radiant and graceful. Just like you. 

TO THE BrideOF

Awadh



THE Sagai
Ensemble





The first of your wedding rites, the sagai 
sets a joyful aura that envelopes the air, 
setting the tone for a joyous 
celebration. Adorn yourself with finely 
crafted gold and diamond jewellery as 
you take this first step towards a new 
chapter in your life.

Sagai
THE 





The contemporary design of this diamond and emerald 
set makes it perfect for brides who want to blend 
traditional and modern styles. The set comes complete 
with matching earrings, beautifully crafted to 
complement the neckwear and create a  truly unique 
and unforgettable bridal look.

O3PT2KY



THE Sangeet
Ensemble



THE 

The sangeet ceremony, an occasion to revel in the 
joy and love that surrounds you, as you and your 
loved ones come together to sing, dance and make 
merry. Adorn yourself with beautiful gold and glass 
kundan jewellery crafted just for the occasion.

Sangeet







THE Mehendi
Ensemble



THE 

The mehendi ceremony is a moment of ethereal 
beauty and enjoyment in abundance.
Adorn yourself with finely crafted gold necklaces, 
earrings, maangtikkas and bangles, as the beautifully 
etched henna design on your palms symbolises love 
and togetherness.

Mehendi





Embellished with glass kundan and red 
meenakari, this piece is designed exclusively 
to add a touch of luxury and glamour to your 

most memorable occasions.

W2SA4CW



THE Shaadi
Ensemble



THE 

Today heralds the start of a fresh chapter 
in your life, brimming with love and 
companionship. As you embark on this 
new journey, your heart overflows with 
joy. Be the embodiment of grace with our 
finely crafted jewellery, a true reflection 
of your beauty.

Shaadi





THE 

As you take the pheras with your beloved, 
may each step you take with your partner 
make your bond grow stronger. Adorn 
yourself with jewellery, that enhances 
your glory and mark the beginning of a 
lifetime of love, laughter and endless joy.

Pheras





A must-have trousseau, this choker set and its 
complementing earrings add a touch of allure to 
your ensemble. The elegant nath, intricate 
ranihaar, the delicate rings and the beautifully 
crafted bangles will ensure you look the best on 
your special day.

W3RB2AC,
W3RBKAA,
W3RB2AA,
W3RBYAA

3618FCM
1207FAH
1418FRE

W3RBOAD

W3RBXAA
W3RBVAA
W3RBVAC
W3RBVAD



W3B1TII

This mangalstura, the timeless emblem of 
love is crafted with intricate gold work, 

black beads and enriched kundan work. 
Making it truly exceptional and embodying 
the love and happiness that surrounds you.



Intricately crafted, this elegant gold 
neckwear set is a timeless piece, sure to 

make a long lasting impression.

35192AE



These ornate mangalsutras are masterpieces 
of craftsmanship, showcasing intricate stamp 
and filigree work in the pendant. They are a 
symbol of a deep love between two people.





THE 

Vidaai
As you prepare to embark on a new 
journey with your beloved, deck up in 
jewellery that symbolises your strength, 
beauty and grace. May your vidaai be filled 
with love and the promise of a future filled 
with happiness.



Adorned with layers of intricate
gold detailing and beautiful pink 

stones, this stunning necklace 
exudes beauty and sophistication.51W2A12CT1BAP3



Three stunning mangalsutras. Each are adorned 
with stunning diamond pieces and and are set in 
rose gold. The delicate pink stones and the 
classic black beads, are simply bound to 
showcase your unique flair. 

W3EVYAP
W3EVYAO
W3EVYAR



THE Reception
Ensemble





This spectacular gold neckwear set with earrings, is a 
perfect example of opulence represented right. 

Featuring of intricate gold work and precious pink 
stones, it’s specially designed for your special occasion. 

28152AA



Each piece showcased here flaunts 
beautiful diamonds and precious 

emeralds. Expertly crafted to make 
you look even more breath-taking.

W3EVFAI
W3EVFAD
W3EVKAI
W3EVVAD
W3EV2AI
W3EVVAI



on making charges of gold jewellery
and on diamond value

20%UP TO OFF

100%GET
exchange value on old gold
 bought from any jeweller

*Conditions apply.




